Introduction Introduction
• Over last century excess return on U.S. stocks
Over last century excess return on U.S. stocks over 1-month treasuries is 7% on average • Representative agent CRRA calibrated to p g times series properties of consumption and asset returns generates a risk premium of <1% • Paper examines if the Rare Events Hypothesis can rationalize the equity premium puzzle.
-Investors may appear irrational since in a small sample-size world, the realization may not accurately represent the true probabilities accurately represent the true probabilities
• Using an information-theoretic alternative to GMM, estimate the consumption Euler equation for the risk premium explicitly consumption Euler equation for the risk premium explicitly allowing probabilities to differ from their sample frequencies -C-CAPM still rejected by the data -Requires a very high risk aversion -Holds for a variety of sources, including back to 1890 -Methodologies belong to the Generalized Likelihood family • More robust (by construction) to a rare events problem • Better small sample and asymptotic properties than standard GMM ette s a sa p e a d asy ptot c p ope t es t a sta da d G • Permits the used of Bayesian posterior inference not relying on asymptotic properties less likely to be met, in finite sample, in the presence of rare events -Shows that the information-theoretic estimation approaches can also b d t id tif ( t i ll ) th t di t ib ti be used to identify (nonparametrically) the rare events distribution needed to rationalize the equity premium puzzle
• Using the estimated rare events distribution, Using the estimated rare events distribution, generate counterfactual histories to determine the probability of observing an equity premium puzzle of the same size as historical samples • Finding: if data were generated by the rare events distribution needed to rationalize the equity premium puzzle, with low risk aversion, the puzzle would be unlikely to arise the puzzle would be unlikely to arise
• Can rare events rationalize the poor Can rare events rationalize the poor performance of the C-CAPM in pricing the cross-section of asset returns? 
